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METHODS OF USING_A^ PATHOGEN-ACT IVATABLE MAP KINASE
TO ENHANCE DISEASE RESISTANCE IN PLANTS

Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §202 (c), it is

acknowledged that the U.S. Government has certain rights

in the invention described herein, which was made in part

with funds from the National Science Foundation, Grant

numbers, MCB-9310371 and MCB-9723952.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to the fields of

molecular biology and genetic transformation in higher

plants. More specifically, the invention relates to

novel uses of genes and their encoded proteins that

participate in a disease resistance pathway (s) in

multicellular plants.

15 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Several publications are referenced in this

application in parentheses in order to more fully

describe the state of the art to which this invention

pertains. Full citations for these references are found

20 at the end of the specification. The disclosure of each

of these publications is incorporated by reference

herein

.

Plant dxsease resistance is frequently

associated with the formation of necrotic lesions, known

25 as the hypersensitive response (HR) , alterations in cell

wall structure at the sites of infection, increases in

endogenous salicylic acid (SA) levels, and activation of

a complex array of defense-related genes, including the

pathogenesis-related (PR) genes. In addition to these
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local responses, the uninfected portions of the plant

usually develop systemic acquired resistance (SAR) , which

is manifested as enhanced resistance to a subsequent

challenge by the initial or even unrelated pathogens.

5 Activation of these defense responses is usually governed

by a ' gene- for-gene ' interaction between a plant

resistance {R) gene and a pathogen avirulence (Avr) gene,

or initiated by the plant recognition of

non-race- specif ic elicitors such as elicitins.

10 Plant recognition of pathogens occurs either at

the surface of plasma membrane or in the cytoplasm.

Recent studies have revealed that various components in

the plant defense signaling pathway (s) exhibit structural

and functional conservation to those identified in

15 animals. For example, several R gene products, including

the N gene (which confers resistance to tobacco mosaic

virus (TMV) in tobacco) share homology with the

interleukin- 1 receptor and Toll protein, both of which

are involved in the induction of immune responses in

20 mammals and Drosophila , respectively. In addition, a

variety of signaling events, such as Ca 2+ flux, H 20 2 burst

generated by the activation of an NADPH oxidase, protein

phosphorylat ion/dephosphorylat ion, and generation of

oxylipin signaling molecules, have been associated with

25 the induction of plant and animal defense responses.

Protein kinases and phosphatases have been

implicated, through the use of their inhibitors, in the

induction of several defense responses including medium

alkalization, reactive oxygen species generation, defense

30 gene activation and hypersensitive cell death. Kinase

activities with characteristics of protein kinase C or

MAP kinase have been associated with these processes.

The MAP kinase cascade is one of the major pathways by

which extracellular stimuli are transduced into

35 intracellular responses in yeast and mammalian cells. In
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mammals, two of the three subfamilies of the MAP kinase

family, the stress-activated protein kinase/Jun

N-terminal kinase (SAPK/JNK) and the p38 kinase, are

activated in response to various stress signals,

5 including UV and ionizing radiation, hyperosmolarity

,

oxidative stress and cytokines.

A variety of MAP kinase genes have been

isolated by PCR-based homology cloning from several plant

species (Hirt, 1997; Mizoguchi et al
. , 1997). In

10 addition, several kinase activities believed to be MAP

kinases, based on the fact that they preferentially

phosphorylate myelin basic protein (MBP) and are

themselves phosphorylated on tyrosine residues upon

activation, have been shown to be activated by stress

15 stimuli. These include the tobacco wounding

(cutting) -activated 46-kD kinase (Seo et al . , 1995; Usami

et al., 1995), the fungal elici tor-act ivated 47-kD kinase

from tobacco (Suzuki & Shinshi , 1995), the

harpin-act ivated 49-kD kinase from tobacco (Adam et al .

,

20 1997), and the wounding-, systemin- and

oligosaccharide-activated 48-kD kinase from tomato

(Stratmann & Ryan, 1997) .

Studies using an antibody against the

C-terminal peptide of the alfalfa MMK4 have linked the

25 alfalfa MMK4 to cold, drought and mechanical stresses

(Jonak et al., 1996; Bogre et al
. , 1997). The same

antibody was also used to demonstrate that parsley ERMK

may encode the 45-kD MBP kinase activated by Pep25

elicitor derived from the Phytophthora. sojae glycoprotein

30 elicitor (Ligterink et al . , 1997).

A 48-kD SA-induced protein kinase, termed SIPK,

was identified in tobacco and its corresponding gene has

been cloned using peptide sequences obtained by

microsequencing of the purified protein (Zhang & Klessig,

35 1997; see also co-pending U.S. Patent Application Serial
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MAP kinase was recently shown to be activated by various

fungal elicitors (Zhang et al . , 1998) and also by

woundinq (Zhang & Klessig, 1998) and by tobacco mosaic

5 virus (TMV) infection (U.S. Serial No. 08/837,593^.

The aforementioned wounding- act ivated 46-kD

protein kinase heretofore was believed to be encoded by

WIPK, a member of tobacco MAP kinase family, since this

gene is rapidly induced at the mRNA level by wounding

0 (Seo et al . , 1995) . However, a rigorous demonstration of

this has been lacking.

Genes that encode components of signal

transduction pathways which are used by a plant to

activate defense responses for protection against

5 disease-causing agents can be used in a variety of ways

to improve or enhance the disease resistance response in

plants. Accordingly, a need exists to identify new genes

that participate in such functions or, alternatively, to

determine if certain genes that are already available

0 also possess such functions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, it

has now been discovered that the MAP kinase encoded by

5 the tobacco WIPK gene is not activated by, and therefore

not involved in, response to wounding, but rather is

activatable in association with development or

enhancement of resistance to microbial pathogens.

Accordingly, the WIPK gene and its functional homologs in

0 other species, and their encoded gene products, are

useful for a variety of purposes relating to improving

and enhancing a plant's disease resistance.

According to one aspect of the invention, a

transgenic plant is provided, which exhibits enhanced

5 resistance to plant disease-causing agents such as
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viruses (such as TMV) , fungi (such as Phytophthora spp . )

,

"

bacteria (such as Pseudomonas spp.) and nematodes. The

transgenic plant is stably transformed with a DNA

construct, expressible in the cell, encoding a WIPK

5 enzyme. The WIPK coding sequence from tobacco is

preferred for use in the DNA construct.

According to another aspect of the invention, a

method of making a transgenic plant with enhanced disease

resistance is provided. The method comprises (1)

10 transforming regenerable cells of a plant with a

recombinant DNA construct, expressible in a plant,

encoding a WIPK enzyme; and (2) regenerating a transgenic

plant from those transformed cells. For reasons

described in greater detail below, such plants are

15 expected to exhibit enhanced resistance to a variety of

disease-causing agents, including viruses, bacteria,

fungi and nematodes

.

The novel functions of WIPK identified in

accordance with this invention and described in greater

20 detail below, indicate that WIPK may play a key role in

signal transduction for activation of plant defenses

against microbial pathogens or components thereof.

Accordingly, the new methods, plant cells and plants of

the invention offer a significant advance in the field of

25 plant molecular biology, as it pertains to enhancing the

plant disease resistance response.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

\Figure 1. Activation of 48 -kD and 44 -kD kinases

30 in TMV- infected tobacco. Tobacco plants carrying N

resistance gWie (N. tabacum cv Xanthi nc [NN] ) were

inoculated with either TMV (Ul strain, 1 jug/voL in 50 mM

phosphate buffeSr, pH 7.0) or buffer only (mock). After

infection, plantas were maintained at 32°C for 48 hr

.
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Discs from the infected leaves were collected at various

tVme after the plants were shifted back to 22°C (hps, hr

pcyst shift) and protein extracts were prepared. Fig. 1A:

In-Vjel kinase activity assay. Extracts containing 15 ycg

5 protWn were electrophoresed in 10% SDS -polyacrylamide

gels \imbedded with 0.25 mg/mL of MBP in the separating

gel. \After protein renaturation, the kinase reaction was

carried out as described in Materials and Methods. The

sizes ofi activated kinases are given in kilodaltons.

10 Fig. IB: \ The activities of 48-kD kinase (in TMV- [•] and

mock- [o] \inoculated leaves) and 44-kD kinase (in TMV-

[A] and mocck- [A] inoculated leaves) were quantitated

using a Phos^phorlmager and the relative activities were

plotted agaiAst time. Kinase activities were normalized

15 to the level present at the zero time point for the 48-kD

kinase, which was given a value of 1.

Figure. 2 . Immuno- complex kinase assays using

sequence-specif iA antibodies against SIPK and WIPK. Fig.

2A: An antibody raised against a peptide (p44N)

20 corresponding to the unique N-terminus of WIPK, Ab-p44N,

specifically recognised the WIPK protein. Two nanograms

each of recombinant HSisSIPK, HisNtf4, HisWIPK, and

HisNtMPK6 or 20 jug of Vrotein extracts from 48 hr mock-

or TMV- inoculated tobaoco leaves (maintained throughout

25 infection at 22 6 C) were Subjected to immunoblot analysis

with Ab-p44N in the absentee or presence of 0.2 jug/vaL

competitor peptides p44N oV p48N. Fig. 2B: Immuno-

complex kinase assay of TMV^act ivated kinase using

SIPK- specif ic antibody, Ab-p4^8N. Protein extracts (50

30 jug) from TMV- or mock- inoculated leaf tissue were reacted

with Ab-p48N (2.5 jug) . The resVltant antigen-antibody

complex were precipitated with protein A-agarose beads,

washed extensively before addition, to a kinase assay

mixture with [y- 32 P] -ATP and MBP as Xsubstrates . The
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iaction mixture, including the phosphorylated MBP, were

then fractionated by SDS-PAGE. Fig. 2C: Immuno- complex

kinasse assay of TMV-act ivated kinase using WIPK-specif ic

antibody, Ab-p44N. Protein extracts (50 /^g) from TMV- or

mock- inoculated leaves were immunoprecipi t ated with

Ab-p44N\(2.5 /ug) and the kinase activity of the

immuno- complex was determined as above. Times in B and C

are given\in hps from 32*C to 22°C.

igure 3* Activation of WIPK gene expression

10 by TMV in tobacco plants (cv Xanthi nc [NN] ) after

temperature 3hift. Fig. 3A: Increase in steady-state

levels of Wipk mRNA in TMV- infected plants. Duplicates

of leaf discs uped in Figure 1 were extracted for total

RNA, thus facilitating direct comparison of the induction

15 kinetics of mRNA Wd enzymatic activity. Twenty

micrograms of totau RNA per lane were separated on 1.2%

formaldehyde-agarose gels and transferred to Zeta-probe

membranes. Blots weVe hvbridized with random

primer- labeled insert^ consisting of either a full-length

20 cDNA of WIPK (data showp) or its 3 ' -untranslated region

(data not shown) . Fig. ^3B: Increase of WIPK protein in

TMV-infected tobacco afteV temperature shift. Samples

containing 20 jug of protein, from the leaf extracts used

for Fig. 1A were separated on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide

25 gels. After blotting to nitrocellulose, the WIPK protein

was detected with Ab-p44N.

Figure 4. Act ivation \pf WIPK by TMV in tobacco

plants (cv Xanthi nc [NN] ) maintained at 22°C throughout

infection. Fig. 4A: Increase in steady-state levels of

30 WIPK mRNA in TMV-infected tobacco plants. Tobacco plants

were inoculated with TMV or buffer (n\ock) as in Figure 1

except a higher concentration of TMV vfes used (5 jug/mL) .

Leaf discs were taken at the indicated Vimes in hr post

inoculation (hpi) . Total RNA was prepared and analyzed
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:or WIPK mRNA as described in Figure 3. Fig. 4B:

Increase of WIPK protein in TMV- infected tobacco

maiVitained at 22'C. Protein extracts were prepared from

duplicate leaf discs to those used in Fig. 4A. Twenty

micrograms of protein was analyzed by immunoblott ing

using AJD-p44N as described in Figure 3. Fig. 4C:

Induction of WIPK enzymatic activity in TMV-infected

tobacco maintained at 22*C. Selected protein extracts

from (B) \\ere analyzed by immuno- complex kinase assay

using WI PKAspecif ic Ab-p44N as described in Figure 2.

Fd^gure 5. Active 44 -kD WIPK required both

threonine anck tyrosine phosphorylation. Protein extracts

were prepared \in the absence of phosphatase inhibitors

from TMV-infecu^d leaves at 8 hr after shifting plants

from 32°C to 22°C\ or 48 hr after infection at 22°C.

Samples containing 20 /ug of protein were treated with

either the serine/Vhreonine-specif ic phosphatase, PP-2A
X

(0.25 units in 30 ^\) , or the tyrosine-specif ic protein

phosphatase, YOP (2 Ofcfiits in 30 /uL>) , for 20 min at 30°C in

the presence or absenc^e of a phosphatase inhibitor. The

PP-2AX inhibitor, okadaiNc acid (OA) , and YOP inhibitor,

Na
3
V0 4 (Van) were used at\a concentration of luM and 1 mM,

respectively. After phosphatase treatment, kinase

activity was detected by tn^ in-gel kinase activity

assay

.

Figure 6. TMV activation of WIPK transcription

in tobacco is N gene dependent ,\ SA independent and

systemic. Fig. 6A: WIPK mRNA induction in tobacco by

TMV infection is N gene dependent^ TMV-susceptible

tobacco plants (N. tabacum cv XantPyi [nn] which lacks N

resistance gene) were infected and w^PK mRNA detected by

RNA gel blot analysis. Fig. 6B: Induction of WIPK mRNA

by TMV infection is SA independent. Tf^nsgenic tobacco

(cv Xanthi nc [NN] ) plants expressing tHfe Na.hG gene were
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i\ifected and WIPK mRNA determined by RNA gel blot

analysis. Fig. 6C: Systemic induction of WIPK mRNA

aft^r TMV infection. Three leaves from each tobacco

plants (cv Xanthi nc [NN] ) were either inoculated with

TMV c\r buffer only (mock) and maintained at 22°C. At

indicated days post inoculation (dpi) , leaf discs were

taken rrom the upper uninoculated leaves. Total RNA was

isolate\l and WIPK mRNA levels were determined.

Figure 7 . Autoradiograms of immunoblot assays

10 showing that the 48-kD MBP kinase activated by water

infiltration and wounding is encoded by SIPK rather than

WIPK. Prdtein extracts (50 /ig) from water- infiltrated

,

cutting or \abrasion-wounded leaves were

immunoprecipitated with either the SIPK-specif ic antibody

15 Ab-p48N (FigV 7A) or the WIPK- specif ic antibody Ab-p44N

(Fig- 7B) . kinase activity of the resultant immuno-

complexes was \subsequent ly determined as described in

Example 1

.

Figure 8 . Autoradiograms of RNA or immunoblot

20 assays showing uhat water infiltration and wounding

induce transient \ increases in WIPK mRNA levels, but

little or no increases in WIPK protein level. Fig. 8A:

Total RNA was extracted at the indicated times from water

infiltrated or wounded leaves and subjected to RNA gel

25 blot analysis. BloAs were sequentially hybridized with

the 3' UTR and then tthe full length WIPK cDNA. Both

probes yielded the same result; thus, only the

autoradiogram produced\ with the full-length cDNA is

shown. Fig- 8B: Prote\n extracts (20ptg) were subjected

30 to immunoblot analysis w\th the WIPK- specif ic antibody,

Ab-p44N.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

I . Definitions

5

Various terms relating to the present invention

are used hereinabove and also throughout the

specifications and claims.

The term "substantially pure" refers to a

preparation comprising at least 50-60% by weight the

compound of interest (e.g., protein, nucleic acid, etc.).

More preferably, the preparation comprises at least 75%

10 by weight, and most preferably 90-99% by weight, the

compound of interest . Purity is measured by methods

appropriate for the compound of interest (e.g.

chromatographic methods, agarose or polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis, HPLC analysis, and the like)

.

15 With respect to proteins, the term "isolated

protein" or "isolated and purified protein" is sometimes

used herein. This term may refer to a protein which has

been sufficiently separated from other proteins with

which it would naturally be associated, so as to exist in

20 substantially pure form (as defined above) . This term

may also refer to a protein produced by expression of an

isolated nucleic acid molecule encoding the protein.

"isolated nucleic acid" is sometimes used. This term,

25 when applied to DNA, refers to a DNA molecule that is

separated from sequences with which it is immediately

contiguous (in the 5' and 3' directions) in the naturally

occurring genome of the organism from which it was

derived. For example, the "isolated nucleic acid" may

30 comprise a DNA molecule inserted into a vector, such as a

plasmid or virus vector, or integrated into the genomic

DNA of a procaryote or eucaryote . An "isolated nucleic

acid molecule" may also comprise a cDNA molecule.

With reference to nucleic acids, the term

35 if

With respect to RNA molecules, the term

isolated nucleic acid" primarily refers to an RNA
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molecule encoded by an isolated DNA molecule as defined

above. Alternatively, the term may refer to an RNA

molecule that has been sufficiently separated from RNA

molecules with which it would be associated in its

5 natural state (i.e., in cells or tissues), such that it

exists in a substantially pure form (as defined above)

.

With respect to antibodies, the term

"immunologically specific" refers to antibodies that bind

to one or more epitopes of a protein of interest, but

10 which do not substantially recognize and bind other

molecules in a sample containing a mixed population of

antigenic biological molecules.

The term "specifically hybridizing" refers to

the association between two single- stranded nucleotide

15 molecules of sufficiently complementary sequence to

permit such hybridization under pre-determined conditions

generally used in the art (sometimes termed

"substantially complementary"), to the substantial

exclusion of hybridization with single- stranded nucleic

2 0 acids of non- complementary sequence.

The term "pathogen- inoculated" refers to the

inoculation of a plant with a pathogen.

The term "disease defense response" or "disease

resistance response" refers to a change in metabolism,

25 biosynthetic activity or gene expression that enhances

the plant's ability to suppress the replication and

spread of a microbial pathogen (i.e., to resist the

microbial pathogen) . Examples of plant disease defense

responses include, but are not limited to, production of

30 low molecular weight compounds with antimicrobial

activity (referred to as phytoalexins ) and induction of

expression of defense (or defense-related) genes, whose

products include, for example, peroxidases, cell wall

proteins, proteinase inhibitors, hydrolytic enzymes,

35 pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins and phytoalexin
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biosynthetic enzymes, such as phenylalanine ammonia lyase

and chalcone synthase. Such defense responses appear to

be induced in plants by several signal transduction

pathways involving secondary defense signaling molecules

5 produced in plants. Certain of these defense response

pathways are SA dependent, while others are partially SA

dependent and still others are SA independent. Agents

that induce disease defense responses in plants include,

but are not limited to: (1) microbial pathogens, such as

10 fungi, bacteria, viruses and nematodes; (2) microbial

components and other defense response elicitors, such as

proteins and protein fragments, small peptides, (3-

glucans, elicitins (a family of small extracellular

proteins produced by the pathogenic fungal genus

15 Phytophthora) ,
harpins (a bacterial - encoded elicitor) and

oligosaccharides; and (3) secondary defense signaling

molecules produced by the plant, such as SA , H 202/

ethylene and jasmonates.

The terms "defense-related genes" and "defense-

20 related proteins" refer to genes or their encoded

proteins whose expression, synthesis or activation is

associated with (induced or activated after) infection

with a pathogen to which the plant is usually resistant.

The term "wounding response" refers to a change

25 in metabolism, biosynthetic activity or gene expression

that occurs in a plant in response to wounding (e.g.,

cutting, abrasion)

.

The term "wounding- related genes" and wounding-

related proteins" refer to genes or their encoded

30 proteins whose expression, synthesis or activation is

associated with (induced or activated after) wounding of

a plant . These genes are also sometimes referred to as

"wounding inducible" genes. Wounding inducible genes

also may be defense related genes (i.e. they may be

35 induced in a disease defense response or a wounding
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response, with similar or differing kinetics of

induction)

.

The term "promoter region" refers to the 5

'

regulatory regions of a gene (e.g., CaMV 35S promoters

5 and/or tetracycline repressor/operator gene promoters)

.

The term "reporter gene" refers to a nucleic

acid coding sequence that encodes a readily detectable

gene product, which may be operably linked to a promoter

region to form a chimeric gene, such that expression of

10 the coding sequence is regulated by the promoter and the

product of the coding sequence is readily assayed.

The term "selectable marker gene" refers to a

gene that when expressed confers a selectable phenotype,

such as antibiotic resistance, on a transformed cell or

15 plant.

The term "operably linked" means that the

regulatory sequences necessary for expression of the

coding sequence are placed in the DNA molecule in the

appropriate positions relative to the coding sequence so

20 as to effect expression of the coding sequence. This

same definition is sometimes applied to the arrangement

of transcription units and other transcription control

elements (e.g. enhancers) in an expression vector.

The term " DNA construct" refers to genetic

25 sequence used to transform plant cells and generate

progeny transgenic plants. At minimum a DNA construct

comprises a coding region for a selected gene product,

operably linked to 5 1 and 3 1 regulatory sequences for

expression in transformed plants. In preferred

30 embodiments, such constructs are chimeric, i.e., the

coding sequence is from a different source one or more of

the regulatory sequences (e.g., coding sequence from

tobacco and promoter from cauliflower mosaic virus)

.

However, non-chimeric DNA constructs also can be used.

3 5 DNA constructs may be administered to plants in a viral
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or plasmid vector. Other methods of delivery such as

Agrobacterium T-DNA mediated transformation and

transformation using the biolistic process are also

contemplated to be within the scope of the present

5 invention. The transforming DNA may be prepared

according to standard protocols such as those set forth

in Ausubel et al . (1997) . A plant species or cultivar

may be transformed with a DNA construct (chimeric or non-

chimeric) that encodes a polypeptide from a different

10 plant species or cultivar (e.g., tobacco transformed with

a gene encoding an Arabidopsis protein) . Alternatively,

a plant species or cultivar may be transformed with a DNA

construct (chimeric or non-chimeric) that encodes a

polypeptide from the same plant species or cultivar.

15

II . Description of the Invention

The WIPK gene was initially cloned from tobacco

(Seo et al . , 1995) and purported to be involved in

intracellular signaling in response to wounding. It has

20 now been discovered in accordance with the present

invention that WIPK, though induced at the mRNA level by

wounding as originally reported, is not involved in

wounding responses. Instead, the WIPK protein is

activated by pathogen infection or by treatment with

25 certain pathogen-derived elicitors, such as elicitins.

In Example 1, we show that TMV infection

activates a 44 -kD kinase in tobacco plants carrying the N

resistance gene. By using a WIPK-specif ic antibody

(e.g., Ab-p44N) , this 44-kD kinase was shown to be

30 encoded by WIPK. In contrast to SIPK from tobacco and

MAP kinases from yeast and mammals, activation of WIPK is

preceded by a rise in mRNA levels and de novo synthesis

of WIPK protein. Based on the discovery that WIPK gene

activation is N gene dependent, systemic, and salicylic

35 acid (SA) independent, we believe that WIPK is an
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important signaling component upstream of SA in both

local and systemic defense responses of tobacco against

TMV, or alternatively, WIPK is part of a SA- independent

pathway leading to disease resistance. Using the WIPK-

5 specific antibody, we also show in Example 1 that, while

WIPK mRNA increases as a result of wounding, there is

little or no increase in the level of WIPK protein in

response to wounding and little or no JVXPK- encoded kinase

activity. In addition to the experimental results

10 described in Example 1, it has been determined that WIPK

is activated by exposure to harpin, a bacterial -encoded

elicitor, and to the fungal elicitins, parasiticein and

cryptogein

.

Based on the aforementioned discovery of novel

15 functions for WIPK, the present invention is drawn to

methods of using the WIPK gene or its functional homologs

from other species to enhance the disease defense

response in transgenic plants containing the gene. The

following description sets forth the general procedures

20 involved in practicing the present invention. To the

extent that specific materials are mentioned, it is

merely for purposes of illustration and is not intended

to limit the invention. Unless otherwise specified,

general cloning procedures, such as those set forth in

25 Sambrook et al . , (1989) or Ausubel et al . (1997) are

used

.

A. Preparation of WIPK and WIPK Homologs

A tobacco WIPK cDNA has been isolated and its

deduced amino acid sequence reported (Seo et al . , 1995) .

3 0 Although use of such a tobacco WIPK cDNA is exemplified

herein, this invention is intended to encompass the use

of WIPK nucleic acids and WIPK proteins from other plant

species that are sufficiently similar to be used instead

of the tobacco WIPK nucleic acid and proteins for the
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purposes described below. These include, but are not

limited to, allelic variants and natural mutants of

tobacco WIPK, which are likely to be found in any given

tobacco cultivar. These also include functional homologs

5 from other plant species within the confines of homology

set forth below.

Because inter- cult ivar and inter- species

variants are expected to possess certain differences in

nucleotide and amino acid sequence, this invention

10 contemplates use of a WIPK nucleic acid molecule that

encodes a WIPK polypeptide having at least about 70%,

preferably about 80% and most preferably about 90%

identity with the tobacco WIPK deduced amino acid

sequence reported by Seo et al . (1995) . Because of the

15 natural sequence variation likely to exist among WIPK

genes and their encoded proteins, one skilled in the art

would expect to find such sequence variation, while still

maintaining the unique properties of the WIPK gene and

encoded polypeptides intended for use in the present

20 invention. Such an expectation is due in part to the

degeneracy of the genetic code, as well as to the known

evolutionary success of conservative amino acid sequence

variations, which do not appreciably alter the nature of

the encoded protein. Accordingly, such variants are

25 considered substantially the same as one another and are

included within the scope of the present invention.

For purposes of this invention, the term

11 substantially the same" refers to nucleic acid or amino

acid sequences having sequence variation that do not

30 materially affect the nature of the protein (i.e. its

structure and/or biological activity) . With particular

reference to nucleic acid sequences, the term

"substantially the same" is intended to refer to coding

regions and to conserved sequences governing expression,

35 and refers primarily to degenerate codons encoding the
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same amino acid, or alternate codons encoding

conservative substitute amino acids in the encoded

polypeptide. With reference to amino acid sequences, the

term "substantially the same" refers generally to

5 conservative substitutions and/or variations in regions

of the polypeptide that do not affect structure or

function. The terms "percent identity" and "percent

similarity" are also used herein in comparisons among

amino acid sequences . These terms are intended to be

10 defined as they are in the UWGCG sequence analysis

program (Devereaux et al . , 1984), available from the

University of Wisconsin.

WIPK nucleic acid molecules of the invention

may be prepared by two general methods: (1) they may be

15 synthesized from appropriate nucleotide triphosphates, or

(2) they may be isolated from biological sources. Both

methods utilize protocols well known in the art.

The availability of nucleotide sequence

information, such as the cDNA sequence of tobacco VJIPK,

20 enables preparation of an isolated nucleic acid molecule

of the invention by oligonucleotide synthesis. Synthetic

oligonucleotides may be prepared by the phosphoramadite

method employed in the Applied Biosys terns 3 8A DNA

Synthesizer or similar devices. The resultant construct

25 may be purified according to methods known in the art,

such as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

.

Long, double-stranded polynucleotides must be synthesized

in stages, due to the size limitations inherent in

current oligonucleotide synthetic methods. Thus, for

3 0 example, a long double- stranded molecule may be

synthesized as several smaller segments of appropriate

complementarity. Complementary segments thus produced

may be annealed such that each segment possesses

appropriate cohesive termini for attachment of an

3 5 adjacent segment. Adjacent segments may be ligated by
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annealing cohesive termini in the presence of DNA ligase

to construct a full-length double-stranded molecule. A

synthetic DNA molecule so constructed may then be cloned

and amplified in an appropriate vector.

5 WIPK genes or cDNAs also may be isolated from

appropriate biological sources using methods known in the

art. For instance, the tobacco WIPK has been isolated by

the present inventors and by others . Homologs of the

tobacco WIPK DNA may be identified by using hybridization

10 and washing conditions of appropriate stringency. For

example, hybridizations may be performed, according to

the method of Sambrook et al . (1989), using a

hybridization solution comprising: 5X SSC, 5X Denhardt '

s

reagent, 1.0% SDS, 100 /xg/ml denatured, fragmented salmon

15 sperm DNA, 0.05% sodium pyrophosphate and up to 50%

formamide . Hybridization is carried out at 37-42°C for

at least six hours. Following hybridization, filters are

washed as follows: (1) 5 minutes at room temperature in

2X SSC and 1% SDS; (2) 15 minutes at room temperature in

20 2X SSC and 0.1% SDS; (3) 30 minutes-1 hour at 37°C in 2X

SSC and 0.1% SDS; (4) 2 hours at 45-55°in 2X SSC and 0.1%

SDS, changing the solution every 3 0 minutes.

Nucleic acids to be used in the present

invention may be maintained as DNA in any convenient

25 cloning vector. In a preferred embodiment, clones are

maintained in plasmid cloning/expression vector, such as

pGEM (Promega Biotech, Madison, WI) or pBluescript

(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) , either of which is propagated

in a suitable E. coli host cell . WIPK nucleic acid

30 molecules contemplated for use in the present invention

include cDNA, genomic DNA, RNA, and fragments thereof

which may be single- or double-stranded.

The availability of nucleic acid molecules

encoding WIPK enables production of the proteins using in

3 5 vitro expression methods known in the art. For example,
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a cDNA or gene may be cloned into an appropriate in vitro

transcription vector, such a pSP64 or pSP65 for in vitro

transcription, followed by cell-free translation in a

suitable cell-free translation system, such as wheat germ

5 or rabbit reticulocytes. In vitro transcription and

translation systems are commercially available, e.g.,

from Promega Biotech, Madison, Wisconsin or BRL,

Rockville , Maryland

.

According to a preferred embodiment, larger

10 quantities of W1PK polypeptides may be produced by

expression in a suitable procaryotic or eucaryotic

system. For example, part or all of a WIPK DNA molecule

may be inserted into a plasmid vector adapted for

expression in a bacterial cell (such as E. coli) or a

15 yeast cell (such as Saccharomyces cerevisiete) , or into a

baculovirus vector for expression in an insect cell.

Such vectors comprise the regulatory elements necessary

for expression of the D3STA in the host cell, positioned in

such a manner as to permit expression of the DNA in the

20 host cell. Such regulatory elements required for

expression include promoter sequences, transcription

initiation sequences and, optionally, enhancer sequences.

The WIPK polypeptide produced by gene

expression in a recombinant procaryotic or eucyarotic

2 5 system may be purified according to methods known in the

art. In a preferred embodiment, a commercially available

expression/secretion system can be used, whereby the

recombinant protein is expressed and thereafter secreted

from the host cell, to be easily purified from the

30 surrounding medium. If expression/ secret ion vectors are

not used, an alternative approach involves purifying the

recombinant protein by affinity separation, such as by

immunological interaction with antibodies that bind

specifically to the recombinant protein (e.g., Ab p44N,

35 prepared by the present inventors) , or by metal -chelate
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affinity chromatography (e.g., for purification of

histidine-tailed fusion proteins) . Such methods are

commonly used by skilled practitioners. WIPK protein

produced by any of the above-described methods can be

5 used, for instance, as a research tool to study the

interaction of WIPK with upstream (e.g. WIPK kinase) or

downstream components of the WI PK-mediated signal

transduction pathway

.

10 B . Methods of Using WIPK and WIPK Homologs

Since WIPK or its homologs are likely involved

in a MAP kinase signal transduction cascade that

activates defense gene expression, transgenic plants with

15 altered WIPK expression are expected to exhibit altered

activation of multiple plant disease defense genes, such

as PR genes. These plants should be superior with

respect to protection against microbial pathogens, as

compared with non- transgenic plants that express only one

20 or two plant defense genes. Moreover, induction of

disease resistance in WIPK transgenic plants is expected

to be inheritable, and should not require use of chemical

inducers, such as SA or its synthetic counterparts, INA

or BTH, for the activation of the disease defense

25 response. Thus, these transgenics should provide an

economically and environmentally sound alternative to the

use of chemical pesticides, which can be costly and

environmentally damaging

.

Without intending to limit the invention in any

30 way, the inventors offer the following discussion of the

mechanisms by which WIPK transgenic plants are expected

to exhibit enhanced resistance to microbial pathogens.

WIPK, like all MAP kinases, is activated post-

translat ionally by phosphorylation by the upstream MAP

35 kinase kinase (in this instance WIPK kinase) . Thus, in

wild type plants, after an appropriate signal (e.g., TMV
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infection) is perceived, the WIPK gene first must be

transcribed and translated before the protein can be

activated. As a result, there is a delay between the

signal event and the appearance of WIPK activity.

5 For the foregoing reason, simply const itutively

expressing, or overexpressing , the WIPK gene at the mRNA

and protein levels will not necessarily stimulate the

defense pathway in which WIPK is a critical component.

Instead, constitutive or inducible overexpression of a

10 WIPK transgene may result in a larger pool of WIPK in the

plant, which then can be rapdily activated by the

appropriate trigger. Having a large pool of inactive,

but activatable WIPK (as opposed to const itutively active

WIPK) could be advantageous for the transgenic plant,

15 bearing in mind that WIPK activation has been observed by

the inventors to be associated with cell death. If

activated WIPK leads to localized cell death (which is a

known disease defense response in plants) , then plants

having a increased pool of WIPK mRNA and/or WIPK protein

20 will be primed to rapidly respond to the activation

signal (e.g., invasion by a pathogenic microorganism).

On the other hand, if a const itutively

activated WIPK pathway is not deleterious to the plant,

but instead is advantageous, then WIPK can be used to

25 advantage to isolate upstream components of the signal

transduction pathway, one purpose of which would be to

make those components constitut ively active as well (this

use of WIPK is described in greater detail below) . Thus,

transgenic plants expressing a const itutively active

30 mutant WIPK kinase could exhibit a constitut ively active

WIPK pathway, thereby enhancing the plant's resistance to

microbial pathogens on an ongoing basis.

Transgenic plants expressing the WIPK gene can

be generated using standard plant transformation methods

35 known to those skilled in the art. These include, but
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are not limited to, Agrobacterium vectors, PEG treatment

of protoplasts, biolistic DNA delivery, UV laser

microbeam, gemini virus vectors, calcium phosphate

treatment of protoplasts, electroporat ion of isolated

5 protoplasts, agitation of cell suspensions with

microbeads coated with the transforming DNA, direct DNA

uptake, liposome-mediated DNA uptake, and the like. Such

methods have been published in the art. See, e.g.,

Methods for Plant Molecular Biology (Weissbach &

10 Weissbach, eds., 1988); Methods in Plant Molecular

Biology (Schuler & Zielinski, eds., 1989); Plant

Molecular Biology Manual (Gelvin, Schilperoort
, Verma,

eds. , 1993) ; and Methods in Plant Molecular Biology - A

Laboratory Manual (Maliga, Klessig, Cashmore, Gruissem &

15 Varner, eds., 1994).

The method of transformation depends upon the

plant to be transformed. The biolistic DNA delivery

method is useful for nuclear transformation. In another

embodiment of the invention, Agrobacterium vectors are

20 used to advantage for efficient transformation of plant

nuclei

.

In a preferred embodiment, the gene is

introduced into plant nuclei in Agrobacterium binary

vectors. Such vectors include, but are not limited to,

25 BIN19 (Bevan, 1984) and derivatives thereof, the pBI

vector series (Jefferson et al . , 1987) , and binary

vectors pGA4 8 2 and pGA4 92 (An, 1986)

.

The WIPK gene may be placed under a powerful

constitutive promoter, such as the Cauliflower Mosaic

30 Virus (CaMV) 35S promoter or the figwort mosaic virus 35S

promoter. Transgenic plants expressing the WIPK gene

under an inducible promoter are also contemplated to be

within the scope of the present invention. Inducible

plant promoters include the tetracycline

35 repressor/operator controlled promoter.
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Using an Agrobacterium binary vector system for'

transformation, the WIPK coding region, under control of

a constitutive or inducible promoter as described above,

is linked to a nuclear drug resistance marker, such as

5 kanamycin resistance. Agrobacteriu/n-media t ed

transformation of plant nuclei is accomplished according

to the following procedure:

(1) the gene is inserted into the selected

Agrobac teri urn binary vector;

10 (2) transformation is accomplished by co-

cultivation of plant tissue (e.g., leaf discs) with a

suspension of recombinant Agrobac teri urn, followed by

incubation (e.g., two days) on growth medium in the

absence of the drug used as the selective medium (see,

15 e.g., Horsch et al . 1985);

(3) plant tissue is then transferred onto the

selective medium to identify transformed tissue; and

(4) identified transformants are regenerated

to intact plants.

20 It should be recognized that the amount of

expression, as well as the tissue specificity of

expression of the WIPK gene in transformed plants can

vary depending on the position of their insertion into

the nuclear genome. Such position effects are well known

25 in the art. For this reason, several nuclear

transformants should be regenerated and tested for

expression of the transgene

.

In some instances, such as in the study of the

WIPK-mediated signal transduction pathway, it may be

30 desirable to down- regulate or inhibit expression of

endogenous WIPK in plants possessing the gene .

Accordingly, WIPK nucleic acid molecules, or fragments

thereof, may also be utilized to control the production

of WIPK, thereby regulating the amount of protein

35 available to participate in disease resistance signalling
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pathways. Alterations in the physiological amount of

WIPK may act synergist ically with other agents used to

protect plants during pathogen attack. In one

embodiment, full-length WIPK antisense molecules or

5 antisense oligonucleotides, targeted to specific regions

of ^IPK-encoded RNA that are critical for translation,

are used. The use of antisense molecules to decrease

expression levels of a pre-determined gene is known in

the art. In a preferred embodiment, antisense molecules

10 are provided in situ by transforming plant cells with a

DNA construct which, upon transcription, produces the

antisense sequences. Such constructs can be designed to

produce full-length or partial antisense sequences.

In another embodiment, overexpression of WIPK

15 is induced to generate a co- suppression effect. This

excess expression serves to promote down-regulation of

both endogenous and exogenous WIPK genes.

Optionally, transgenic plants can be created

containing mutations in the region encoding the active

20 site of WIPK. This embodiment is preferred over the use

of ant i- sense constructs due to the very high homology

between MAP kinases. For example, a mutated WIPK could

be made in which the encoded kinase is permanently

inactive but unaltered in its binding to upstream

25 signalling components, such as MAP kinase kinases. This

mutant protein could still serve as the substrate for

upstream MAP signalling molecules and physically compete

with the wild-type WIPK, but would not transduce signal

to downstream components. Thus, it may be possible to

30 specifically block the pathway without affecting other

MAP kinase cascades

.

WIPK can also be used as "bait" to clone the

upstream WIPK kinase by a yeast two-hybrid system (see

Ausubel et al .
, 1997 for standard protocols) . The

35 identity of WIPK kinase should be evident from the DNA
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sequence, since MAPK kinases are highly conserved among

organisms, including plants (Mizoguchi et al . , 1996). If

the WIPK kinase is not identified on an initial screen,

use of a mutant form of WIPK as bait in a two-hybrid

5 screen may increase the probability of identifying WIPK

kinase. By changing the TEY phosphorylation site to EEE

or AEA, the stability of the interaction between WIPK and

its kinase may be increased; phosphorylation has been

shown to weaken the interaction between a kinase and its

10 substrate for the mammalian Erk2 kinase and Mnkl and the

Drosophila. p38 kinase kinase and p38 kinase,

respectively. A putative WIPK kinase isolated through

this process would then be tested for its ability to

phosphorylate WIPK in vitro. To do this, His- or GST-

15 tagged recombinant WIPK kinase can be activated by

incubation with an extract from elicit in- treated cells,

then purified on a nickel or glutathione matrix and

incubated with recombinant WIPK and [y- 32P]ATP. Another

way to demonstrate that the cloned MAPK kinase is WIPK

20 kinase is to prepare antibodies against a unique region

of the putative WIPK kinase, based on sequence

comparisons with other plant, animal and yeast MAPK

kinases. These antibodies can then be used to

immunoprecipitate WIPK kinases from extracts prepared

25 from radiolabeled untreated or elicit in- treated tobacco

cells. Since WIPK kinase is itself activated via

phosphorylation by the upstream WIPK kinase kinase, the

authentic WIPK kinase should exhibit an increase in

phosphorylation following elicitin treatment. In

30 addition, the in vivo activated putative WIPK kinase may

retain its activity during immunoprecipitat ion and,

therefore, be capable of phosphorylating the recombinant

WIPK in vitro, thereby establishing its identity. It may

also be possible to determine the specificity of the

35 putative WIPK kinase for WIPK in vivo, by co- transf ect ion
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in tobacco protoplasts of the WIPK kinase gene together

with different MAPK genes.

Another approach to cloning WIPK kinase is to

use recombinant WIPK as a substrate for the biochemical

5 purification of activated WIPK kinase from elicitin-

treated tobacco suspension cells, analogous to the method

by which SIPK was purified using MBP as the substrate

(Zhang & Klessig, 1997) . To ensure that the kinase

phosphorylat ing WIPK is WIPK kinase, rather than another

10 kinase, WIPK activation, as well as phosphorylation,

would be monitored. In addition, this WIPK

phosphorylat ing activity should be much higher in

elicitin- treated cells, as compared with untreated cells.

Once purified, its partial amino acid sequence can be

15 utilized to create degenerate oligonucleotides, which can

then be used to isolate the encoding gene from a tobacco

cDNA library

.

Wee cloned, a constitut ively activated WIPK

kinase may be constructed, as has been done for mammalian

20 (Mansour et Vl . , 1994) and Xenopus (Gotoh et al
. , 1994)

MAPK kinases A MAPK kinases are activated by dual

phosphorylat iora of a SXXXS/T motif in the kinase

subdomain VIII W MAPK kinase kinase. Substitution of

these two Ser/TtA residues with Asp or Glu was found to

25 increase basal activity about 100 fold, and cells

transformed with tn>ese mutants exhibited constitutive

activation of the MAPK regulated pathway (i.e. AP-1

transcription; MansouV et al
. , 1994). The const itut ively

activated mutatn WIPK wrill be transformed into plant

30 cells and the corresponding transgenic plants obtained.

These plants will have thW WIPK-mediated signal

transduction pathway const itut ively activated.

From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen

that WIPK and its homologs, and transgenic plants

35 containing them will be useful for the regulation of the
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disease resistance pathway in plants and for enhancing

resistance to plant pathogens. This provides an

economically and ecologically viable alternative to the

use of chemical agents to control plant disease.

5 The following example is intended to illustrate

embodiments of the invention. It is not intended

to limit the scope of the invention in any way.

EXAMPLE 1

10 The experimental methods set forth below

were used to discover and characterize the novel features

of WIPK described in accordance with the present

invention. Those features are discussed in detail in

this example.

15

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Treatment of tobacco. Tobacco plants (N

.

tabacum cv Xanthi nc [NN] ; N. tabacum cv Xanthi [nn] ; and

N. tabacum cv Xanthi nc [NN] /NahG transgenic) were grown

2 0 at 22 aC in a growth room programmed for a 14 -hr light

cycle

.

For TMV inoculations, seven to eight week old

tobacco plants were either inoculated with TMV (Ul

strain, 1 //g/mL or as indicated in 50 mM phosphate

25 buffer, pH 7.0) or buffer only (mock). After infection,

plants were either maintained at 32*C for 48 hr before

transferred to 22 aC for temperature shift experiment or

maintained at 22°C throughout the infection in a growth

chamber. Discs from the infected leaves were collected

3 0 at various time, quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen and

stored at -80 C C until analysis.

For water treatment, one leaf from each plant

was injected with solution using a syringe until the

entire leaf was infiltrated. At various times, leaf
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discs were collected and treated as described above.

Wounding experiments were performed according

to Usami et al .
, 1995 and Seo et al . , 1995.

Preparation of protein extracts. Leaf discs (4

5 discs, each -1 cm in diameter) were first ground to a

fine powder in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes using small

plastic pestles. After adding 0.25 mL extraction buffer

(100 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 10 mM DTT,

10 mM Na 3
V0 4 , 10 mM NaF, 50 mM b-glycerolphosphate , 1 mM

10 phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 5 //g/mL antipain, 5 /^g/mL

aprotinin, 5 ^g/mL leupeptin, 10% glycerol, 7.5%

polyvinylpolypyrrolidone) , the mixture was sonicated for

15 seconds with a W-375 Sonicator (Heat

System-Ultrasonics, Inc., NY) fitted with a microprobe at

15 setting 4 and 80% duty cycle. After centrifugat ion at

13,000 rpm for 30 min in a microfuge, supernatants were

transferred into clean tubes, quickly frozen in liquid

nitrogen and stored at -80*C.

The concentration of protein extracts was

20 determined using the Bio-Rad protein assay kit (Bio-Rad,

CA) with BSA as standard.

In-gel kinase activity assay. The in-gel

kinase activity assay was performed as described

previously (Zhang & Klessig, 1997) . The relative kinase

25 activity were quantitated using a Phosphorlmager

(Molecular Dynamics Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) and normalized

to the level present at the zero time point for the 48 -kD

kinase, which was given a value of 1.

^Antibody production and immunoblot analysis.

3 0 The peptidesv p4 4N (MADANMGAGGGQFPDFPS ) and p4 8N

(MDGSGQQTDTMMSDAGAEQPPTAP) , which correspond respectively

to the unique NVtermini of the WIPK and the SIPK

proteins, were synthesized and conjugated to keyhole

limpet hemacyanin \KLH) carrier. Polyclonal antisera

35 were raised in rabbits and purified by affinity column
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chromatography (Zymed Laboratory; South San Francisco,

CA) . A
For immunoblot analysis, 20 fxg of total protein

per lane were separated on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels,

5 and the proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose

membranes (Schleicher & Schuell, Inc., Keene, NH) by

semi -dry elect roblot ting . After blocking for 1 hr in TBS

buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl , 0.1% Tween 20)

with 5 % nonfat dried milk (Carnation) at room

10 temperature, the membranes were incubated with either

Ab-p48N (raised against a peptide corresponding to the

N-terminal 24 amino acids which are unique to SIPK (Zhang

& Klessig, 1997, Zhang et al . , 1998) or Ab-p44N antibody

(0.5 ^ug/mL final concentration in TBS buffer) for 1 hr

15 (Zhang et al . , 1998) . Following washing in TBS buffer

for 4 times, the blots were incubated with a horseradish

peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma, 1:10,000

dilution) , and the complexes visualized using an enhanced

chemiluminescence kit (DuPont) following the

20 manufacturer's instructions.

Immuno- complex kinase activity assay. For

immuno- complex kinase activity assay, protein extract (50

//g) was incubated with either Ab-p48N (2.5 yug) or Ab-p44N

(2.5 /Leg) in immunoprecipi t at ion buffer (20 mM Tris, pH

25 7.5, 150 mM NaCl , 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM Na
3
V0

4 , 1 mM

NaF, 10 mM b-glycerolphosphate , 2 /ug/xnL antipain, 2 /^g/mL

aprotinin, 2 jug/vaL leupeptin, 0.1% Tween 20) at 4°C for 2

hr on a rocker. About 20 mL packed volume of protein

A-agarose washed in immunoprecipi tat ion buffer was added,

30 and the incubation was continued for another 4 hr

.

Agarose bead-protein complexes were pelleted by brief

centrifugation and washed three times with 1 . 5 mL

immunoprecipitation buffer, once with immunoprecipi tat ion

buffer plus 1 M NaCl, and then three times with 1 mL

35 kinase reaction buffer. Kinase activity in the complex
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(equivalent to 20 jug of starting protein) was assayed at

room temperature for 20 min in a final volume of 25 //L

containing 0.1 mg/mL of MBP, 10 juM of ATP with 1 jxC± of

[g- 32P]-ATP. The reaction was stopped by the addition of

5 SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer. After electrophoresis on

a 15% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, the phosphorylated MBP was

visualized by autoradiography.

RNA gel blot analysis. RNA was extracted using

Trizol reagent (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) following

10 the manufacturer's instructions. Twenty micrograms of

total RNA per lane were separated on 1.2%

formaldehyde- agarose gels and transferred to Zeta-probe

membranes (Bio-Rad) . Blots were hybridized with random

primer- labeled inserts consisting of either a full-length

15 or. an untranslated region (5 ! - and 3 * -UTR for SIPK and

WIPK, respectively) of SIPK or WIPK cDNA as previously

described (Zhang et al . , 1998).

Treatment of protein extracts with

phosphatases. Protein extracts were prepared in the

20 absence of phosphatase inhibitors from TMV- infected

leaves at 8 hr after shifting plants from 32°C to 22'C or

48 hr after infection at 22*C. Samples containing 20 jug

of protein were treated with either the

serine/threonine-specif ic phosphatase, PP-2A
1 (0.25 units

25 in 30 juL> ; Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY), or the

tyrosine-specif ic protein phosphatase, YOP (2 units in 30

julu; NEB) , for 20 min at 30°C in the presence or absence of

a phosphatase inhibitor. The PP-2AX inhibitor, okadaic

acid, and YOP inhibitor, Na
3
V0 4 were used at a

30 concentration of ljuM and 1 mM, respectively. After

phosphatase treatment, kinase activity was detected by

the in-gel kinase activity assay.
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RESUI/TS
TMV infection activates the 48-kD SIPK along

with a 44-kD kinase in tobacco. Previously, we reported

the activation of the 48-kD SIPK by SA, TMV , various

5 fungal elicitors and wounding. Here, we describe our

studies to determine whether infection by the viral

pathogen TMV also activates other kinases in the

resistant Xanthi nc (NN) tobacco. To more readily follow

changes in kinase activity, advantage was taken of the

10 reversible, high temperature inhibition of TMV- induced

defense responses in these plants. At 32°C, TMV~infected

tobacco fail to (i) produce elevated levels of SA, (ii)

synthesize PR proteins, (iii) restrict virus

multiplication and spread, and (iv) develop necrotic

15 lesions. Upon shifting these plants to lower

temperatures (22°C) , all of the above defense responses

are rapidly and strongly induced in a more synchronous

manner

.

Using an in-gel kinase activity assay with MBP

2 0 as the substrate, we observed that a 4 8-kD kinase and a

44-kD kinase were activated within 4 hr post shifting

(hps) TMV- , but not mock-, infected plants to 22 °C

(Figure 1) . The size and substrate preference of the

48-kD kinase were consistent with those of the previously

25 identified SIPK. Moreover, this 48-kD protein was

recognized by the SIPK- specif ic antibody Ab-p48N in an

immuno- complex kinase assay, confirming its identity as

SIPK. The specificity of Ab-p48N had been assessed by

immunoblot analysis against a panel of different MAP

3 0 kinases encoded by the tobacco SIPK, WIPK, Ntf4 and

NtMPKG genes, which were expressed as His- tagged fusion

proteins in E . coli. Ab-p48N recognized only the His-

tagged SIPK protein (data not shown)

.

The ^4-kD kinase activated by TMV is encoded by

35 WIPK. The size \nd substrate preference of the 44-kD
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komase suggested that it also might be a MAP kinase,

possibly that encoded by WIPK. To confirm or refute this

possibility, antibody was prepared in rabbits against a

pepticre corresponding to the unique N-terminus (p44N,

5 MADANMGAGGGQFPDFPS) of WIPK and affinity purified. The

specificity of the Ab-p44N was assessed by immunoblot

analysis \gainst a panel of different MAP kinases as

described above for Ab-p48N. Ab-p44N recognized only the

His-tagged wVpk protein (Fig. 2A) . Addition to the

10 immuno reaction of the competitor peptide p44N, but not

the p48N, blocked binding of Ab-p44N to the His-tagged

WIPK protein (Fig\ 2A) , further demonstrating the

specificity of thi\ antibody.

The WIPK-specif ic Ab-p44N was then employed to

15 determine whether the TMV- induced 44 -kD kinase activity

corresponded to the WIPK- encoded protein. At various

times after shifting TMV- or mock- infected plants from

32°C to 22°C, protein extracts were prepared and

subjected to an immuno -complex kinase assay (Fig. 2C)

.

20 Ab-p44N immunoprecipitated a kinase whose activity

correlated with the activation kinetics of the 44-kD

kinase in TMV- infected plants (Figure 1) , thereby

demonstrating that this kinase is encoded by WIPK.

Interestingly, there was little, if any, WIPK activity in

25 TMV-infected plants before shifting to 22°C, or in

mock- infected plants before or after shifting (Figs. 1

and 2C)

.

Activation of 44-kD WIPK is preceded by

transcriptional activation and de novo synthesis of WIPK

30 protein. To assess the regulation of WIPK by TMV

infection, its mRNA and protein levels were monitored in

the inoculated leaves of temperature- shifted tobacco

plants. WIPK mRNA levels increased substantially over

background by 3 hps to 22 °C and remained high at least
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until 8 hps before declining (Fig. 3A) . Following the

increases in mRNA levels, WIPK protein began to

accumulate around 3.5 hps, and the levels remained

elevated throughout the time course (Fig. 3B) . Increases

5 in kinase activity also correlated with the kinetics of

WIPK mRNA and protein accumulation (Figures 1 and 3) . A

similarly coordinate increase in WIPK mRNA, protein and

kinase activity was detected in tobacco plants infected

with TMV at 22 °C and maintained at this temperature,

10 conditions under which activation of defense responses

are not blocked (Figs. 4A - 4C) . These results argue

that WIPK activity is regulated, at least in part, at the

mRNA level. In contrast, SIPK mRNA and protein levels

were not altered by TMV infection (data not shown)

.

15 Phosphorylation of tyrosine and serine/

threonine is required for WIPK activity. All MAP kinases

characterized thus far are activated by dual

phosphorylation of a TXY motif between subdomains VII and

VIII of the catalytic kinase domain. This fact, plus the

20 observations that the WIPK- encoded 44 -kD kinase activity

was dramatically reduced by 24 hps compared to 8 hps

(Fig. 1A) despite little, if any, change in protein level

during this time period (Fig. 3B) led us to suspect that

the TMV-mediated activation of WIPK is also regulated by

25 posttranslat ional phosphorylation. To test this

possibility, protein extracts prepared from TMV-infected

plants at 8 hr after the temperature shift or at 48 hr

after infection at 22°C were treated with either the

serine/ threonine-specific protein phosphatase PP-2A
1
or

30 the tyrosine- specif ic protein phosphatase YOP for 20 min

before analysis by the in-gel kinase activity assay

(Figure 5) . Both phosphatases inactivated the

WTPK-encoded 44 -kD kinase, as well as 48-kD SIPK which

previously was demonstrated to be regulated by
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posttranslational phosphorylation (Zhang & Klessig, 1997)

Furthermore, inactivation of WIPK (and SIPK) by PP-2A! and

YOP could be prevented by the addition of okadaic acid, a

PP-2A, inhibitor, or vanadate, a tyrosine phosphatase

inhibitor

.

Activation of WIPK is N resistance gene

dependent, SA independent and systemic. The activation

of WIPK at the transcriptional and posttranslational

levels only under conditions in which defense responses

are induced (e.g. after transfer to 22°C) suggests that

this phenomenon is associated with resistance and may be

dependent on the N resistance gene. In confirmation of

this hypothesis, no increases in WIPK mRNA (Fig. 6A) or

kinase activity (data not shown) were detected in

TMV-infected plants from the nearly isogenic Xanthi (nn)

cultivar, which lacks the N gene. Interestingly, WIPK

activation at the mRNA (Figs. 3A and 6B) , protein and

enzymatic activity levels (data not shown) was

essentially identical in wild type Xanthi nc (NN) and

transgenic Xanthi nc (NN) plants expressing the NahG

gene, which encodes the SA-metabol i zing enzyme salicylate

hydroxylase. Thus, while many J\J gene-mediated defense

responses are SA dependent, activation of WIPK appears to

be SA independent

.

To determine whether WIPK activation is

associated with SAR, another N gene-mediated phenomenon,

both mRNA and protein levels were monitored in the upper

uninoculated leaves of TMV-infected plants. WIPK mRNA

(Fig. 6C) as well as protein (data not shown) increased

over background by 6 days post inoculation (dpi)

.

Previous analyses by others have demonstrated that SAR

develops approximately 6 dpi; thus, the kinetics of WIPK

induction in these uninoculated leaves is consistent with

the possibility that it is involved in development of
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SAR.

Wounding causes increased WIPK mRNA levels, but

not increased WIPK protein levels. Previous reports have

shown that WIPK transcripts accumulate after wounding

5 stress; this is the sole evidence linking WIPK to the

tobacco wounding-act ivated kinase that phosphorylates MBP

(Seo et al
. , 1995). To further characterize the function

of WIPK in the wounding response, we tested whether

increases in WIPK mRNA levels leads to an accumulation of

10 WIPK protein.

Water infiltration and two methods of wounding

(cutting and abrasion) led to only a transient elevation

of WIPK mRNA levels, which was first detected

approximately 20-30 minutes after wounding (Fig. 8A) .

15 The steady- state level of WIPK mRNA returned to basal

level by 180 minutes after treatment.

Immunoblot analysis with the WIPK- specif ic

antibody, Ab-p44N, demonstrated that there was little or

no increase in the level of WIPK protein (Fig. 8B) . More

20 importantly, we were unable to detect the WIPK activity

in protein extracts from water- infiltrated or wounded

leaves (Fig. 7B) . Rather, the wounding-activated kinase

was immunoprecipitated by the SIPK-specif ic antibody, Ab-

p48N (Fig. 7A) . Thus, it appears that WIPK is not

2 5 involved in the wounding response, even though its mRNA

is transiently induced by wounding.

DISCUSSION

The biological mechanisms of WIPK induction or

30 WIPK activation discussed below are intended to be

illustrative, and not to limit the invention in any way.

Stress-activated MAP kinases, including H0G1,

SAPK/JNK and p38, have been shown to play critical roles

in inducing defense responses in yeast and mammals.
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Similarly, various MAP kinases in plants have been shown

to be activated by inducers of defense responses such as

SA (Zhang & Klessig, 1997) and fungal- or bacterial-

derived elicitors (Ligterink et al
. , 1997; Adam et al

.

,

5 1997; Zhang et al
. , 1998). However, this is the first

demonstration that activation of a plant MAP kinase is

mediated by a disease resistance gene and may be involved

in transmitting a signal leading to systemic, as well as

local, defense responses. Furthermore, it is the first

10 demonstration in plants, animals and microbes that

activation of a MAP kinase by the same extracellular

stimulus or stress requires multiple steps.

\WIPK was originally isolated based on an

increase in its mRNA level after wounding; it was

15 presumed to\encode a wounding -act ivated 46 -kD MAP kinase

(Seo et al.,\l995) •
we have confirmed that wounding

transiently induces WIPK at the mRNA level. However,

there is little or no increase in WIPK protein following

this very transient induction of WIPK mRNA . Furthermore,

20 using the WIPK- knd SIPK- specif ic antibodies Ab-p44N and

Ab-p48N, respectively, we have discovered that the

wounding-act ivated Vinase is the 48 -kD SIPK, not the

44-kD WIPK (data foA SIPK set forth in Zhang & Klessig,

1998) . In this regard it should be noted that the

25 molecular weight of thet wounding-act ivated MBP kinase

described by Seo et al.\(1995) (46-kD) and by the present

inventors (48-kD) is not isignif icantly different. Such

slight differences in estinaated molecular weight based on

SDS-PAGE occurs commonly among different laboratories.

30 The absence of wounding- induced elevations in

WIPK enzymatic activity suggests that WIPK is not

involved in the wounding stress responses, despite

transient mRNA induction. By contrast, during the N

gene-mediated resistance response of tobacco to TMV,

35 there is sustained induction of WIPK mRNA, followed by de
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novo synthesis of WIPK protein and postt ranslat ional

activation of WIPK protein by phosphorylation.

Homologs of WIPK in other plant species,

including Arabidopsis Atmpk3 , alfalfa MMK4 and parsley

5 ERMK have also been shown to be induced transiently at

the mRNA level by wounding, fungal elicitor or other

stimuli. However, increases in protein level have never

been demonstrated. In some of these cases, very rapid

increases of a MBP-phosphorylat ing kinase activity were

10 also observed. Even so, the relatively slow elevation of

mRNA levels observed in these cases suggests that they

are not directly responsible for the increases in kinase

activity. One inference of our results is that these

rapidly activated kinases may be encoded by SIPK

15 functional homologs, rather than WIPK homologs.

Activation of WIPK by TMV infection was similar

in wild type and NahG transgenic tobacco (Fig. 6B)

,

suggesting that its activation is SA independent.

Whether WIPK activation is mediated at a step upstream of

20 SA in a resistance signaling pathway or is involved in a

SA- independent pathway is currently unclear. However,

the results of studies on transgenic tobacco

const itutively expressing WIPK at the mRNA level by Seo

and coworker bear on this question. After wounding,

25 these transgenic plants had elevated levels of SA and PR

proteins; these two responses are not induced by wounding

in wild type plants. These results were thought to be

due to altered crosstalk between wounding responses and

disease defense responses in the transgenic plants. This

30 interpretation is called into question by the discovery

that the wounding-act ivated protein kinase is encoded by

SIPK, rather than WIPK. Nonetheless, the transgenic

results suggest a connection between SA/ PR expression and

WIPK. Assuming the transgenic plants const itutively
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express WIPK protein, as well as mRNA, then perhaps the

upstream MAP kinase kinase (SIPK kinase) that turned on

SIPK in response to wounding may also have been able to

activate WIPK. If WIPK is upstream of SA in a disease

5 resistance pathway, its activation would result in SA

biosynthesis and PR gene expression. If this scenario,

which is based on the assumption that the SIPK kinase is

capable of activating WIPK, is correct, then what

prevents inadvertent WIPK activation by wounding? In

10 uninfected wild type plants, there is little or no WIPK

protein to serve as a secondary substrate of the SIPK

kinase, thereby preventing crosstalk between these two

MAP kinase cascades. In other words, the multiple steps

required for production of active WIPK may prevents its

15 accidental activation.

SIPK is activated by a variety of stresses

including TMV infection (Figure 1 and 2B) , treatment with

fungal elicitors (including cell wall-derived

carbohydrate elicitors and elicitins from Phytaphthora

20 spp. (Zhang et al
. , 1998), treatment with SA (Zhang &

Klessig, 1997) and wounding (Zhang & Klessig, 1998) . In

contrast, WIPK is activated by only a subset of these

stresses including TMV infection (Figure 1 and 2C) and

elicitin treatment (Zhang et al . , 1998 and other data).

25 Interestingly, both of these stresses lead to

hypersensitive cell death. In mammals, the SAPK/JNK

subfamily of MAP kinases, participates in stress - induced

apoptosis. Perhaps WIPK is similarly involved in

stress-induced plant cell death. Interestingly, under

30 conditions where the same stress activates both of these

kinases, their kinetics of activation are distinct. SIPK

is the first to be activated, while WIPK activation is

delayed. This delay probably reflects the need for

transcription and de novo protein synthesis, in addition

35 to post-translational activation of WIPK via
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phosphorylation

.

The similarities between defense responses

activated by different R gene products, as well as the

conservation of structural motifs observed in these

5 proteins, suggests that diverse plant -pathogen

interactions activate a common signal transduction

pathway (s) leading to disease resistance. Given that

both SIPK and WIPK are activated in tobacco resisting TMV

infection, it seems likely that their homologs may

10 participate in the defense response pathway (s) initiated

by R gene products found in other plant species. In

addition, defense signal (s) from different R genes within

a plant species, as well as non-race - specif ic elicitors

including elicitins from Phytophthora spp, may converge

15 on the same MAP kinase cascade (s) . Determination of the

role(s) of these MAP kinases in R gene-mediated defense

signaling therefore should provide new opportunities for

enhancing disease resistance in plants.
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